
FOR TANK FARMS

A unique & user friendly cloud computing system on Android platforms that can be used from handheld devices anywhere in
the field.

An easy to navigate software allows for customization and streamlined inspection processes.

With new industry technology, Inspector+ offers a more robust way to complete daily, monthly,
quarterly, and annual mandatory inspections and assessments while storing data wirelessly. 

Employees can complete inspections from various locations while managers can view real time
data in one centralized database. 
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INSPECTOR+ FOR ANDROID.
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INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY MAINTENANCE TRACKING 

TIME & DATE STAMPING
Managers can assign & review inspections
and reduce the need for maintaining books
or records. Centralized data makes it easy
to pull reports and keep track of
inspections.

Allows managers to ensure compliance by 
viewing the "who, what, when, and where"
from any location to efficiently manage
employee progress.

Assists in identifying problem areas while
managers can create work orders to pass on
to maintenance staff to solve issues quickly
and efficiently. 

Barcode technology provides a fast and
reliable way to identify, track, and manage
inspections while eliminating out of date
processes. 

STREAMLINING
Inspector+ is a one-of-a-kind management system that simplifies the way businesses conduct assessments,
inspections, and work order processes. By streamlining the process, it saves time and money by maximizing
efficiency and reducing labor hours. 

CLOUD COMPUTING 
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Now, Inspector+ is available in a hosted version as a Software As A Service (SaaS) or as a total solution. Our
monthly user fee eliminates up front investment as well as eliminating the need to maintain an additional PC or
cradle.

Inspector+ reduces the need for multiple software solutions and reduces IT costs and support needs. It also
eliminates the need for books and records by centralizing all data in one system. New cloud based technology
makes it easy for managers to identify problem areas and increase daily routine efficiency while ensuring each
inspection is being completed thoroughly.

With only WiFi or LTE needed, staff can work collaboratively on inspections, documents, and more from any
location constantly guaranteeing consistent communication and ensuring compliance in mandatory inspection
checks.


